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•/I. THE STARTING POINT! DEFINITION

It is appropriate, after concluding the ‘Decade of Development’, to 
take stock of where the study of d5velopment has taken us and where 
it has gone wrong. That it has gone wrong is painfully obvious given 
die meager results of efforts to improve the quality of life in most 
thifH world countries as well as the attempts on the part of advanced 
capitalistic Countries to enhance the life chances of their less-ad
vantaged sectors. A portion of these mistokes may be attributed to 
methodological errors on the part of those engaged in the study of 
development. The present paper attempts to review some recent 
approaches to the study of developmem and suggest what future 
steps are needed to develop a clearer undetstanding of the issues and 

* approaches to developmental concerns.
All too frequendy during the ‘Decade of Development’ the major 

challenge facing the world was defined as increasing gross national 
product or disposable inconie per capita. Clearly, many argued that 
development should not be equated with economic development and 
economic development should not be equated with growth. Yet, in 
practice, this was what really occurred. Countries were classified as 
develof^ or underdeveloped on the basis of per capiu income. Since 
many of the advanced capitalistic countries of the West headed the 
list under this definition of ‘development’, it was relatively easy for 
scholars from these countries, either consciously or unconsciously, to 
equate ‘development’ with Westemiaation under the label of modern
ization (Huntington, 1971).
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'• V.

discussion is that most U.S. sociologists trained in the U.S.. are 
sodaliaed into the equilibrium approach as part iff their training in 
the field. If one accepts the philosophical tenets of the equilibrium 
approach development issues become reduced to technical solutions 
t^the problem of increasing rates of growth. Assuming tiut relations 
are essentially harmonious and that inequities are part of life and the 
State exists to minimize (but never eliminate) inequities, there is no 
need to study the big questions. Therefore, there is a tendency to ,,

' develop models of how to change individual behavior ratl^t than ^ 
institutions. Some individuals will change sooner than others (because / - 
they have more control over resources?) and will consequently, 
receive a greater share of short-run profits but these new income 1 
streams a^ accessible to all in the long run. The State, being bene- v 
volent, will assure that this occurs in the long run. Peter Sober is a 
benevolent diaator but Peter Drunk is a despot. A big question such 
as who keeps Peter Sober is rarely asked under the equilibrium
approach because the problem is assumed away.

Three sub-categories of the equilibrium approach will bepresented.
Two of these (the behavioral and psychodynanuc) are inhcrenlly 
models about individual behavior and not about macrosystems.
Yet the authors of these models and their proponents claim that these 
models will resoUx key development problems. How can models to 
explain and change individual behavior resolve key development

• issues? They can if one believes the key assumptions of an equilibtii^
oach. Institutions as embodied in the State are inherently good ; 
requires restraining and control. Thus, the key development

problems involve individual behavior.
For our purposes, the broad categfiries of equilibrium and conmet 

^.approaches are the starting points for the classification of iqjproaches 
'^to the study of development. As noted earlier, within these tw<> btoad 

divisions, there are internal divisions. Therefore, I have suWivided 
the" equilibrium approach into behaviorists, psycho-dinamicists and 
diffusionists and the conflict approach into structuralists-non Matxijt 
and Marxist. A word of caution is still needed however. Any classift- , 
cation system is a research device. It does not exist in its pure form 
in reality. Nevertheless, to assist the reader I have classified some 
major sociological works into these five categories to aid in identify
ing the differences in approach.

Table a presents the five categories, their major assumptions and 
concepts and indicates works that fall into these categories. Another 
point should be clarified. The assumptions listed in Table a Ido not
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IApproach
ConflictIssue , v, se/x

,, - \ -t
i

■

■ i
Dividing 
Uxpioitacive 
Coercion
Sta^e for Class Struggle 
Institutions Distort Basic 

Nature
Promotes Conflict and is' 
^ Unneces^ry 
Instrument of Oppression 
Social Groups with Difliercm 

Interests

Uniting 
Advantageous 
Consensus 
System with Needs 
Requires Restraining 

Institutions 
Social Necessity

I. Interests 
a. Sfxria) Relations 
5. Social Unity 
4, Society 
j. Nature of Man

■' -r...■ i,
«

6. Inequality

Promotes Comnwn Good 
Heuristic Device

7. State
8. Class

"'/■ - '• •
i •*>

• Derived from Ixnski (1966), Dahrendorf (1958), Van den Bcrghe (1965) HortOn (1967) 
and Adams (1967). .....? ■Ml%<?» „

I.r

■ ■

\
include those in Table i . That is, the three different approaches within 
the, equilibrium model are assumed to share those mentioned for that 
approach in. Table i. Thus, the assumptions in Table 2 are at a lower 
level but differentiate the sub-approaches within the equilibrium 
model. The same hold^for the two different approa(^es under the 
general conflict model.
A. The Behaviorist Approach (An Inherently IndividuabApproach).

The major tendency of the behavaorlist approach is to draw upon ■ 
one or more learning theories for their concepts and measures 
(Bandura, 1969). ITie following central assumptions have been 

‘ developed and presented by Kunkel (1970, p. 23).
1. Individuals flesubjebt to conditions ofjjhysiological deprivation 

and satiation.
2. Some types of dcptiv.ation and satiation are learned arid have a 

cultural origin.
5. The effectiveness of action varies directly with the level of de

privation and inversely with the level of satiation of the individual.
4. If in the past, in a certain context, a behavior pattern has been 

’ rewarded, the possibility that the same behavior pattern wilt be
emitted in the future, under similar circumstan6es, is increased.

5. The converse is also true, pas't behavior that was punislied is 
less likely to recur under similar circumsunce&.
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TAWi 1. •Untdm t* Of So^ Pf
Cmapis

Frequent
Concepts

Ms|or
Assumptioni

Type»of Appr<»chesto
the Study of DevelopaHI;*

L «qUIU»«lUM UODEU*

A. Beheeio^
Kunkc] (1970V 
Lipeet (19*7). 
Honani (1961), 
P»noo»(i9So), ■ 
Enumu (i9*0i 
EiK»udt(i9M)

Modcmiiation. lemming 
curvcm, intemmliemtioo, 
deprivation tttinidem, 
values, rationality, 
adult tocialbation, 
imra-genetatiooal 
change.

Individuala suifcr depn- 
vaiioHs that ate contea- 

. tually determined; behav
ior can, be changed at any 
time, development will 
occur through new 
learning eiperienoea.

♦ •
-v-

#>
PprWoality. backwardness, 

r^ldbood experiences, 
withdrawal, mter- 

genetirional change, 
modemixation.

Early childhood social-
iiation largely prede
termines future behavior 
which may impede 
itmovativeneas, cleavage 
berween individual 
behavior aixi current 
social environment; 
development occurs through 
new sodalixatioo patterns.

B. Psychodynamic ,
■ '' '.Hagen (tpSz),

Mcdellx-'id (1961)
/ ■ststus /

\
i.I> .

I < ,

Simplistic dualisirrtocietal , Diftisaioo curves, rates <rf
deavage based on degree change for acologicJ unit^ •.
of use of modem technol- lagging sectors, productivity, 
ogy; development occurs technologic^ growth,
through new coital modemiration.
and technological inputs.

C OiSusiooisi
Roatow (197O. 
Hitschman (i9J»), 

■ Barnett (1955), 
Rogers (1969). 
Hoselitx(t96o), 
Levy (1966)

I

V.
s

■*

A

IL cwsawcT Mooats
Pluralism, conflict, 
conflict-management,
strata, meant, ends, 
institutional reform, power, 
structural dualisma, 
structural change. ’>

Impossible to predict 
hiamrical outcomes; no 
revolutionary-upheavals

A. Stnictutaliai-Non 
Marxist

Dahientlotf (1959).
Heilbioner {i96»). >« devetopmem.

patties represent citss 
interests to seek new 
equilibriuna under Pareto- 
better solutions; moving
equilibriums, clast forma- , .
tion not teland to mode
of production; rate of 
change deperulem on in- 
lensity and violence of 
clatt conflict.

t.

Ptebbch (1970)
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B. MtrzMt
Mode of production under- Impenaltsm, ou'nership

of the means of production, 
class structure; at level conontration of resources, 
of social formation various proletarianization, pauper- 
classes may be present ization, class formation,
depending on group’s class conaciousnes, class
relationships to means of struggle, development. . 
produaion; if tendency 
to move to a two<lass 
structure occurs at level 
of social relationships, 
there will be a change in 
the mode of production.
Changes related to inter- 
socktal historical rela
tionships in the develop
ment of the mode of pro
duction.

Szentes (1971),
Mafeje (1970), . Kes economic actions and
Baran(i957X 
Dos Santos (1970),
Sankcl (1970)0

* •
t

%
6. The specific components of rewarding and punishing conse

quences of actions are functions of the social context and tnay he||M% ' 
gpHHted to vary among individuals and over time.
JOpglOie major implicadon for development analysis, and

the formulali(ria||i|ipV>" programs, is that hebavior cm be cbmged 
■at any time. ■

8. By judiciously altering those aspects of the social environment 
which constitute rewards and punishments, k is possible to alter ■ 
behavior patterns and to. initiate or accelMte social .change.

Such a set of assumptions concerning change leads to’the use of.the 
concepts indentihed in Table i. .These concepts lead in turn to a 
certain set of research .questions. IxaTqples .of these research questions

!

••v.

r . /
•ii

f->
are:

I. What are the principal reference groups employed by a givM ■ 
individual?

a. To whom, or to what group, does the individual take his cues 
for behavior?

}. To what extent does the individual feel relatively deprived in 
relation to his significapt others?
• 4. What action does the individual take to' reduce his feelings of 
relative deprivation?

5. How is deviance viewed by the significant others?
. 6. What are the legally defined limits of deviation? .
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A. Eugene Havens

7. What are the socially acceptable norms of evasion that the indi
vidual may employ?

8. What are the relationships between social values and innovative 
behavior?

9. How is innovative behaviot rewarded or punished?
10. What role do the major political institutions play in changing

legally defined rewards and punishments?

B. The Psychodynamic Apprt)ach (Another Inherently Individual 
Approach) ■

The psychodynamic approach emphasizes man’s internal state and 
explains behaviojj in terms of his internal characteristics. Kunkel 
(1970, p. 19) again has provided us with a summary of the general 
propositions employed by sociologists who subscribe to this approach.

1. Men are born with certain internal elements such as drives, 
needs, instincts, libido, etc.

2. Socieul norms and values are internalized and may limit or 
modify some of these elements.

j. The resulting combination .of original and 
together with internalized societal factors, forrr? ad internal -itaw 
usually called personality, which is the major determinant of action.

4. A stimulus impinging upon a person causes a state of tension (or 
disequilibrium) in the internal state (which is unpleasant).

Behavior is a consequence of the individual’s and personality’s 
tendency to return to a sute of equilibrium (which is pleasurable).

6. The social context which is introduced into the system is that 
of childhood.

7. Thus, the internal state, much of it unconscious, is extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, to change in later life.

8. Consequently, an individual’s actions are often quite independent
of his adult social environment. {

The methodological problems involved in this approach have been 
well documented, by all those who criticize the validity of psycho
analytic techniques. It is worth' noting that the ultimate defense 

ployed by the adherents of this position is that those who haven’t 
been trained in psychfxinalytic techniques are unqualified to criticize' 
which, to me, anpear^s dogmatic as those who argue that if you are 
not an orthodox Marxist you arc a revisionist. In any event, the sorts 
of questioiis asked by these researchers are indicated by the followiftg
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*' Metbodoh^l issues in the stss^ of development
\ How were these experiences internalixed and organized into

■personality?
}. What sort of internal responses (anxiety, rage) do current social 

contexts trigger?
4. What are the consequences of these internal tensions on the part 

of adults for the socialization of the succeeding generation?
5. What sort of intensive, individual treatment is required in order . 

to make adults responsive to developmental needs?
. ' 6. What have been the long run trends (over several generations)

with regard to personality formation?
Tlie methodological issues raised by this approach are intricate and 

complex but their severity may be stressed. First, the internal state 
' cannot be studied dircaly. Most of its components ate devoid of ^

empirical referents. Current research procediM®*- do not provide 
measures of many of the internal processes assumed to be operating 
(Kunkel, 1970, p. aa).

r Secondly, the causal relationships between observed behavior and
• the assumed characteristics of the internal state are almost impossible 

to validate. Consider the following passage from Hagen (196a, p. 156).

*59
«'■

-
I

:

There i» a still more subtle and compelling reason for his partial identification with 
his father, .\long with his love and admiration for his father, the boy is jealous of 
lym and hates him. But if he perceives that his father loves and values him, this 
hatred and jealousy cause the boy to feel guilt... To protect himself from this guilt

ility standards of conduct
. T

5 and fear of rejection, he incorporates into his 
which he believes to be those of his hither. By doing so (a) he tries to prove to 
himself that since he is like (or is) his father, he cannot really hate his father, and so 
need not feel guilty, and (b) be tries to reassure himself that since he is his father, his 
father does not really wish to reject him.

>f'.

,\ -S
iThe empirical referents for this sort of speculation regarding the

• internal state of the boy are'difficult tO'imagine.

C. The Diffusionist Approach
•Most sociologists employing the diffusion approach subscribed to 

• the equilibrium assumptions outlined in Table i. Thus, they view 
interests of all members of a given society as essentially uniting and 
current institutional arrangements controlled by i government that _
is attempting to promote the common cause. Consequently, the in
troduction of a new technology, either foreign or indigenous^ may - ,

• cause temporar,y imbalances that will soon be restored to a new 
equilibrium that embodies a mote equalitarian distribution of benefits. , . '

TTiis approach, while adhering to the general tenets of equilibrium ■
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- itheory, represents an entirely different approach to development. The 
major differences in the diffesionist approach are summarized by its 
adherents’ central assertions.

j. The central problem in development is increasing productivity. 
2. Development occurs largely through the spread of certain cul

tural patterns and material benefits from the developed to under-I
developed areas. , ^ .
• j. Within each underdeveloped nation a similar fusion occurs 
from the modem to the traditional sectors.

;

4. The traditional (or backward) sector serves as a brake on the 
modem sector and, thus, limits development.

5. The major characteristics of the backward sector which inhibit 
over-all development are capital shortages, traditional attitudes, and 
low. leveb of functional literacy.

6. Ilf order to assure rapid acceptance of mf)dern techniques one 
should increase knowled^ of their effectiveness and increase the 
risk-taking behavior of their potential users.

In many significant ways, it may be more correct to identify the 
difhisionist approach as a variant of the behaviorist camp. In fact.'if 
my emphasis were on strictly theoretical underpinnings, I would 
have classified it as such. In addition to the points listed above, most 
difhisionists would subscribe to those outlined for behavioralists. 
Nevertheless, wiA regard to reseatch emphasis, they give much more 
attention to the above points. The sorts of research questions they 
ask ate indicated in the following list:

1. What is the technological inventory of a given society or sector 
of society?

2. Within a sector, or society, what are the traditional areas?
J. How does a new technique become diffused?
4. Who are the early .adopters of new techniques?

■ 5. How do the early adopters vary in. their social and economic 
characteristics from later adopters?

6. What is the major source, of new techniques? Are they national? 
Or are they diffused crosS-culturally?

7. What sort of a technological inventory is required for a society 
to be classified as modern?

There is probably no other area in sociology that has as full a 
repertoire of measurement and anai3rtical techniques as the diffiisionisf 
approach. They have borrowed successfully from almost all areas <jf 
stKial and physical sciences for research designs, statistics and analyt-
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261Mttbodokffcd issms in the stndj of development ' f

\ ical approaches. Experimental designs have be?n frequent (Rogers, 
1969).

The major issue in the difhisionist area is related to our stari’.ng 
point,- what is development and how does it proceed? For example, 
it is commonly assumed that progress has occurred through thii 
spread of the material and cultural advances of the modem sector to 
the traditional, and that the former contributes to the latter. This 
underlies Hirschman’s (1958) notion of linkages between leading and 
lagging.jgctors; and Rostow’s (1971) ‘take-off’ is initiated by the 
ttansn^B||m|Mpansionary forces’ from the primary growth sectors 
(0 oti^l^^^HPsectors. At the cultural level, tlie spread of ‘modern’ 
entreprel^HH^tudes is generally thought to stimulate development 
in tt!^tionaJ sectors (Hoseljtz, 1960).

Two recent critiques of these assumptions argue the exact opposite . 
(Gunder Frank, 1967 and Bpdenheimer, 1970). These critiques point 
out that some studies indicate that the developed sectors have blocked 
progress in the traditonal sectors and have advanced materially only 
at the expense of and through the exploitation of the latter. Human 
arid material resources have diffused backward to the modern areas, . 
causing a decapitalization and impoverishment of the less developed 

(Suvenhagcn, 1968). The same sort of a relationship holds for 
the flow from underdevelop-d countries to the advanced c^italistic 
countries (Gunder Frank, 1969, p. 515-8). These issues take us logically 
into the other major approach to development studies.

.i
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Id. Structutalist-Non Marxist
' Table 2 adequately presents the main cliakacteristics of this approach. 
Its principal ones are presented by Dahrendorf (1958).

r. All units of social organization ate continually changing, unless, 
some force intervenes to arrest this change. . '

2. Oiange is ubiquitous.
5. Qjnfiict is ubiquitous.
4. Societal conflict is a creative force. V;
5. Societies are held together not by consensus but by constraint,

■ not by universal agreement but by the coercion' of some by others. 
There is a distinctly libei^J bent here. There is a basic acceptance of 
the extant structure of the sute and economy, thus revolution is not 
indispensable for frecdbm, nor is conflict avoidable. Nevertheless, 
institutions could fetter individual^edom. When this occurs conflict 
arises which, then becomes the motor for reform which will restore, >

■ for a time, the individual’s political, civil and social rights.
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■A. Ettgni Havens '
Some of the questions asked by the adHfcTMits to this approach atei.
I. For any given point of time, what ditierent grcaips are in conflict ? •.
а. What are the different interests of these groups? 
j. What are the authority relations between these groups?
4. WHat are the dependency relations between the conflicMg , ^

groups? -’ *
5. How intense is the conflief?
б. How violent is the conflict? '
7. What are the coerdve forcM attempting to contain the conflia?

What arbitrations ate imder way?
g. What have been the historical results of previous conflict

resolution? . , ^
% 9. Whose liberties ate being infringed? Who is defending these

liberties? .1
10. What ate the organizational variables that are brought into play 

in the attempt to change dependency relations and, thus, power 
relations?

E. The Ma'xist Approach
There is si fundamental difference in approach as taken by Marxists 
with regard to development. Our concern, herein, is not to fully 
outline the approach .but, rather, to highlight this fundamental 
difference. First of all, Marxists tend to conform much more closely - * •
to the ideal-typical characteristics of the conflirt approach outUned in 
Table 1. For them, these assumptions ate based on demonstrable, 
objective facts of history. Man has exploited manj the State does 
represent and attempt to maintain the dominant class position; and 
the institutions promulgated by the State do fetter the majority of the 
broad masses in the historical development of the pre-capitaUst and 
capitalist systems. Thus, the approach is truly structural and causes of 
development ate sought in the instiwtional arrangements themselves 
and not in strictly individual characteristics. The sorts of teseartb 
questions asked ate indicated in the following list. In preparing this
list, I have drawn heavily on Zeitlin (1967, p. 15 a-i 5 j).

1. What is the nature of the ecortoiruc order and, within it, the 
sphere of production of the society in question? For example, hoW 
(Joes new technology affect the level of ptoduaion? Is unemployment 
rising or declining? To what extent are the main changes generalized
or l(j<alized? , , ■ i

1. What are the major classes and how are they located in the 
economy? What are the objective interests of the main cla^ta and
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Metbodoio^al hsms in the stu^ of development
strata? For example, do the direct producers own or control the tools 

' and other means of production? there exist an economic surplus 
of material goods over and above the subsistence requirements of 
the producers? Who has control of the surplus? How is it used and 
which classes benefit most directly from it?

5. Ate class. members aware of their objective position in the 
ecnndnuc structure and the extent to which it detnmines their life 
chances?'

4. What form does conflict uke among the main classesMK 
the classes?

). What is the role of the lumpen proletariatl How does its existence " 
affect the other classes? Which classes exploit its existence foi their 
own political ends?

• 6. Which parties are in power? What is their relationship to the 
respective classes? Who controls the military, the police^ etc?

7. What is the tendency toward concentration of resources? Who 
controls these resources? What proportion Of these resources are 
controlled by international interests?

8. How do the external relations of a society affect its development?
The above should be sufficient to indicate ^e basic methodological

differences in this approach. The objective is to view meh in the 
totality of their social relations.' In the other approaches to develop*- 
ment, there was a tendency for society to be taken for granted and 
ignored. In the Marxian appfoach, the .amassing of small truths about 
the various parts and aspects of society can never yield the big truths 
about the social order itself or, as Baran and Sweezy (1966, p. 5) indi
cate, “how it got to be what it is, what it does to those who live under 
it, and the directions in which it is moving. These big truths must be 
pursued in their own right and for their own sake”.

Herein lies the nub of the methodological problems of Marxism 
and, I believe, of the problems confronted in the study of develop-, 
ment. For.if development is defined so as, to include basic social . , 
justice or as Marx put it ‘the liberation of man’, then one must study 
society in its totality and how men are fit into this totality.

The critical issue facing researchers who wish to study development 
utilizing a total approach is to determine what Ae essential elements 
ate that should be included in the analysis. The two questions to be 
asked are: i) What is the precise problem being investigated, and 2) 
what ate the essential elements of the problem?

These, of course, are not new problems. They are at the very core of 
scientific analysis. Hegel (1857, p. 65) presented the problem in these
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tetms: “In the process of scientific understanding, it is of importance ■
' that the essential should be distinguished and brought into relief in 

contrast with the so-called non-essential. But in order to render this 
possible we must knpw what is essentioT'. Scientific methodology has 

mechanical solution to these issues. In fact, in a ve^ significant 
(and, I believe, healthy) sense each individual researcher is allowed to 
resolve the issue of what is essential on his own. His only obligatioa 
Is to report the steps he took in reaching this decision, that is, what 
he disregarded and why.

In every day practice, the problems of what to study and what is 
essential in studying it are generally referred to as conccptualijMtion.
The hypotheses formulated and tested, and the conclusions drawn 
are checked against the data of experience (Dewey, 1958). To under
stand the achievement of a particular scientist, or group of researchers, ' 
we must try to identify their conceptualization, where it came from 
and how they developed their inferences. This was the object of the 
previous section of the present study. Unfortunately, in too much of 
modem sodological research, the stages of the research process are 
considered to be simply>''that - stages. Once the initial conceptualiza
tion is completed it is set aside. Inconsistent data in the analysis sta^ * 
are rationalized away or ignored without reqilestioning the initial 
conceptualization. In the study of total relations, this cannot be 
tolerated. Conceptualization can never end; it must be a dynamic 
process that is present in every step. Every piece of data must be 
evaluated with regard tofts consequences for the initial conceptualiza
tion. This, I believe, is die only way in w'hich one can begin to 
determine what is essential and what is not and, thus,' contribute 
toward an integrated study of development.

After our initial determination of what the problem is and what its 
essential elements are, we are faced with the question of how m 
proceed. It Is often argued that Marx employed an abstract-deductive 
method. In present day terms he employed the method of successive 
approximations which “consists in moving from the more abstract to 

. the mote concrete in a step-by-step fashion removing simplifying 
, ’ assumptions at successive stages of the investigation so that theory

may take account of and explain an ever wider range of actual phenom
ena" (SweeZy, 1968, p. 11).

What is involved in this apprr>ach is the specification of the problm 
at its most abstract level; then deducing what should be the observable 

• consequences at successively -lower levels. It does not imply that
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Mitboiohffcal issues in the stssdy of development

• iindings at each lower level are not employed to redefine the original - 
abstraction.

The key question involves how to develop macro-level understand
ings when ^most all of our data sources are drawn from the micro
level. In my own thinking I have found an often-overlooked article by 
Mills (195}) to be of great value. He argues that only by moving 
grandly on the macroscopic level can we satisfy our intellectual and 
human curiosities. But only by moving minutely, on the molecular 
level can our observations and explanations be adequately conhected. 
We must shuttle between macroscopic and molecular levels in in
stituting and explaining - “developing the molecular index structure 
of general concepts and the general- conceptual implications of 
molecular variables” (Mills, 1955, p. 271).

To me, Mills has adequately expressed the challen^, as others be
fore him have expressed it.- As indicated in the first section of the 
prnent study, sociology, with but a few notable exceptions usually 
from non-Western countries (Dos Santos, 1970; Sunkel, 1970; 
Saenies, 1971 are examples),-has largely ignored the challenge. Hope
fully, future sociologists will not.

^^at is being called for is a recasting of the various pieces of 
knowledge that we have concerning development into an applied, 
integrated approach. This process must begin with, a definition of 
development that looks at societal goals and how we achieve them. 
Based on this definition, it is necessairy to decide what key concepts 
must be incorporated into the model and how they are interrelated. 
In drawing upon previous studies we must determine what is sig
nificant, which is, in part, determined by the definition of development 
and the initial conceptuali^tion. However, as analysis proceeds this 
conceptualization may require modification. And finally, we must 
integrate these pieces of knowledge not only into a total picture of 
the development process but, at the same time, indicate at what level 
change may proceed. These, I believe, are the key problems we are 
facing and those which wt must address in this seminar. And I believe 
the Marxist approach will provide the greatest insights regarding how
to best approach these problems.
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DEMONSTRATING THE DIFFERENCES IN APPROACH

There is no successnil way to conclude a paper that, perforce, has 
had to briefly outline a series of different approaches and, then,, 
suggest a number of problems with each approach. A con^dusion of
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a truncated analysis is .not very satisfactory. Consequently,' I will 
briefly describe the current situation of a given country, indicate the 
sorts of relevant issues that might be considered in development, and 
finally indicate which of these issues would ‘normally’ be considered 
by each of the five approaches outlined in the present study. The 
country to be considered is Colombia, South America.

There is no doubt that Colombia is a tapitalistic country that has 
eliminated almost all vestiges of its earlier mercantilist and dualistic 
economic structure. Even the poorest peasant is tied into the over-all 
economic structure through the 'market. However, Colombia’s 
ecoi^mic history presents some interesting differences in how the 
transition to capitalism occurred.

Until the cultivation of coffee, there was very little accumulation ol 
capital in Colombia. During the colonial period, most econoimc 
surpluses were sent to Spain. Immediately following political in
dependence, what wealth was generated was tied to crops produced 
for export - tobacco, indigo, and quinine. These crops were developed 
and exploited by strictly national owners in rather isolated localities 
to such an extent that pockets of wealth were localized while the 
hinterland lived in the most abject squalor of poverty.

During the middle 1800’s there was no notion of a national econom
ic policy. Those who controlled the production of the export crops 
largely governed themselves, obviously for theit own gain. Large 
landowners enjoyed a wealth of leisure but very little capital accumu
lation. Political parties etaerged on rather sterile polemics and pure

economic interests as the
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ideology, but quickly began to protect 
national economy developed.

Local and national industry was emerging almost in spite of the 
overall economic chaos. Artisan industry was growing and profitable 
by 1850. Also the commercial sector.was developing. And, of course, 
there existed the latifundistas who were friends of the colonial 
economy with its feudalistic structure. As long as the national govern
ment, controlled entirely by the ruling class, ttKtk no direct economic , 
decisions, these diverse economic interests were largely latent, ft
wasn’t until free exchange was established that these economic interests
emerged into political issues. The commercial sector favored free ex
change, the artisans and small manufacturers favored protectionism, 
and the latifundistas favored maintaining the colonial structure.

Free exchange was imposed and many artisans and small 
facturers werejotced to change their economic activities. They became
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Methodological issues in the study of development

Coffee production was quite different from earlier export crops. 
First of all it was not regionally isolated but covered all parts of the 
mountainous area of Colombia which was the area most heavily 
populated. Secondly, coffee was not produced on large latifundia but 
on small colonized plots. Thirdly, European countries could not 
undermine Colombia’s market position by producing coffee in their 
own colonies as they had done with tobaccf) and quinine. Coffee 
became a large producer of national revenues rather widely distributed 
throughout the country. In brief, coffee brought about a period of 
‘rationalization’ of the economy.

Of course, accompanying these economic changes were changes in 
the class structure. Until coffee, the class structure was essentially 
comprised of landowners, slaves, and Indians. Towards^the middle 
of the 19th century, cottage industry emerged with artisans and 
apprentices and finally a growing commercial se«or. But coffee in
troduced a new phenomenon, an increasing internal market as well . 
as a strong and large import-export economy. Thus, one encounters 
a merger of the large land-owners’ interests with the large-scale 
commercial enterprises, the importers and exporters, and at a later 
date, the industrialists. This coalition of economic interests still 
exists today.

Colombia’s economic situation is very similar tqjjay, except that it 
is much more integrated into the world economy and is feeling the', 
effects of modem technology and highly concentrated control over 
productive resources.

Colombia’s political economy is controlled by a 'small minority 
and its economic resources are highly concentrated. Gini coefficients 
for concentration of income, land and stock ownership in 1968 are 
.^9, .81 and .91 respectively.

The problem presented by these concentration data, even if one 
wished to ‘develop’ in conventional economic growth terms, is that 
Colombia’s economy is geared to exports • - largely the export of a 
single crop, coffee. Thus, any fluctuation in coffee prices has tremen
dous reverberations in the economy. At best, relying on exports, 
given the uncertainty of-international markets, seems to be a very 
shaky ‘engine of growth’, given that the small farm sector operates so 
much at the margin it can not take advantage of new technology 
without a redistribution of productive resources. Moreover, the internal 
fnarket is basically saturated since the income distribution is so skewed, 
the vast majority are unable to make significant purchases in the 
industrial'sector simply because they don’t have the money to dosp."
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Those who do accumulate capital tend to invest locally, if at all, in 

the business they know best: production of cash crops for export 
with capital-intensive enterprises dius limiting employment oppor
tunities in the rural areas^ limited processing of cash crops for *e 

internal <9sh market, associated trade, and/or speculative* ■ • f * narrow
real estate. Such an'investment pattern tends to have two major 
consequences: ft skews income distribution even mote, and places 
more reliance on externally determined economic factors. For example, 
it is logical to ex^wct that world market prices for agricultural ra\v 
mktcrials wi'l eventually tend to fall, as competing producing countries, 
■not only in Latin America, but also in Africa and Asia, all seeking 
more foreign exchange to implement their development program, 
multiply their exports in the face of slowly-growing demand in de
veloped countries. In the event that some comparative market 
advantages, were to take place, those with already existing capital 
reserves would be the ones in a position to take advantage of this 
new market, and, in the absence of sufficient governmental controls, 
the results W'ould be even further skewness in the control oyer sur
pluses. In brief, without a redistribution of resources the internal 
economic situation of the country will Worsen.
' Colombia finds itself in such a situation at the present time. Cost 
of living has soared. The peso is over-valued. Unemployment is 
high. Coffee prices are dropping and are likely to continue to do so, 
given the tremendous production increases that ate occurring as a 
rewilt of the introduction of Cafe Caturra - a new coffee variety - and 
increased fertilizer usage on the part of large coffee producers. 
External debt payments almost completely exhaust foreign exchange 
values when it is coupled with Colombia’s imports which are largely 
manufactured and semi-processed goods for the consumer industry. 
Internal revenues are currently about 12 billion pesos short of projected
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expenses.
In summary, Colombia’s economic situation is best characterized _ 

by concentration of resources in foreign and national hands 
panied by a general trend toward proletarianization and pauperization 
of the broad masses.

Given this very brief description of the developmental situation of 
Colombia, Table } presents a list of 50 relevant research questions 
that I consider to be important to the resolution of Colombian 

. development problems. Then, Table j indicates whether or not the 
five approaches described herein treat these issues. There is no <
intention to indicate that these are the only relevant questions or that :
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. '')v the list does justice to all approaches. It is hoped, however, that it 
. ( will serve to stimulate discussion on both topics: (i) what is relevant, 

and (a) can a given approach treat this issue wiAout major modifi- 
: cation?

I
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' TABLE j. Bxampb if Rmtnb QuuUuu Tnaitd by Fm DigmU Afpntdui to tbo Stu^ o[ 
dotombim Dntlopmait

m.
\ ^ ■

TnahJ by Appnotb*.

Stfuc-
mralist

Relevant Retcaich Qiieatioos >-•■>_

Belttv- Psycho* Diffu-
iorisc dinamic sionitt Marxist Marxist

Non\

I. Sotirce of Economic Sur^usea 
aod its accompanying Power 
dependency’ Relat ions .

a' Different Groups'
Iferception of Above Gmtrol

). Control Over Eomomic
i Institutions - especially 

tparkets
4. Technological Inventory
5. Control Over (4)
6. Determination of how various 

groups view combined con-
^ trolof(i).(5)and(4) ‘

7. Distribution of Productive 
Resources (lend, labor, mdt- 
nology, capital and organization ' *

8. Perception of (7) and how it 
. * Effects Class Formation

9. Analysis of Political Parties
VO. Relationship of Party to Class
11. Use of Repressive Forces to 

Maintain Qass Position
12. Who Controls Repressive 

Forces
. f|. Trend in Concentration of 

Control Over Productive 
Resources

14. Non-National 
Control Over Productive 
Resources

15. Effects of (14) on National 
Development

16. Non-Owner Control Over 
Distribution of Resources 
(Techno-Structure)
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■ Ttatcd by Appro«h*

Stnic-
turalnt

Non
Maniu M»nt»t

Rdennt Re»e»«h Qnettkm

Dtffu- 
dinunk tioniu

Btittv- Piycho- 
iofiK > ;

17. Lewi of Conflict Between 
danee

i%. How i» Conflict Reeolved 
19. Who is Dependent upon Whom 

for Life Chances r Akin to 
(i).(5)and(y) ,

10. Who Uses new Technological 
InnoTAtions

21. How U (20) Diffused
11. Who Dewloped new Tech

nological Innovations
ij. How do Usets and Non-Vsets 

of Technological Inventory 
Difler:
a) in personal characteristics ' **
b) in relatiooship of to means 
of produaion

14.- WTiat are the early Childhood 
Experiences of Membeis of 
Society

ij. What ate the Major Forms of 
Treating Personalities that 
are Non-Development Oriented
a) Individual Treatment **
b) Emphaais on Social Structure

16. What groups Orient Itidivaual 
Behavior

17. How do Individuals Perceiw 
Deprivation

28. What Actions do they Take - 
to Reduce Deprivaiioo 

19. What is the Codification of 
Societal Values

}0 How do Values Aflect Indi
vidual or Group Behavior
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• The folktwing key it employed: 
o - does not treat the question

the question without major modification of approach

r
* - can treat 

•V - partly treats the question 
••• - fully treats the question
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' Table 3 is an attempt to summarize the discussion df tiie issues 

• ■ . presented in Tables 1 and a. Consequently, if a given research question 
' is classified is - can treat the question without major modification

of approach-it implies that the basic assumptions do not preclude such
a consideration. Nevertheless, this does not mew that the major 
assumptions would lead to the Same prescription for ktions to change 
the issue under study. -

As indicated at the outset of this present study, I belike that 
, researchers Committed to changing extant conditions will contribute ^ 

more to further defining the basic issues of development. Perhaps 
consideration of the issues raised herein will increa^ both commit
ment and knowledge.
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